 Seventy-Five year old trading strategy “rediscovered” (by T. Henning, Murrey, from Henning, Tennessee, USA). The Nashville Tennessee Sunday Newspaper records: Aug 12, 2001, says one of 50 things to do in Tennessee, “go to Henning, Tennessee, and visit the home of Alex Hailey. Who wrote the book Roots.” Have you been there yet? Please go. The past 256 trading days the S&P 500 Cash Index reversed 71 times: on either:

1) MM Time (day) reversal: 27 times,
2) MM Price (exact): 32 times,
3) MM “minor 50%” reversal: 12 times.

Please look at charts # 1 and # 2 and see it happened.

Will you deny it? Is it too simple to comprehend?

T. Henning Murrey has found a simple way to trade that requires you to “look and see” reverses off preset lines.

All traded markets are divisible by (8) inside an Octave of Music (you aren’t required to know what I mean). 50% of all Nashville songwriters can’t read music (either), but they can hear a great song. Everything that has matter is putting off a sound, which can be recorded inside an Octave. Please go to V. U. and ask any Physics Professor who has ears (to listen).

T. Henning Murrey presents you with (8) numbers to expect the S&P 500 Cash Index to reverse off (with a tolerance of 1.90 points) on either side of:
1) 0/8th – 1,250
2) 1/8th – 1,281.375
3) 2/8th – 1,312.50
4) 3/8th – 1,343.50
5) 4/8th – 1,375
6) 5/8th – 1,406.375
7) 6/8th – 1,437.50
8) 7/8th – 1,468.75
9) 8/8th – 1,500
10) + 1/8th – 1,531.375
11) – 1/8th – 1,218.75

These numbers were in force from August 23, 2000, till Feb.02, 2001. Almost (6) months you had nothing to think about except to reverse your mutual fund every time the S&P 500 reversed after a run up or down of 2/8th.

Feb. 02, 2001 through this past week the S&P 500 Cash Index has reversed off (with a tolerance of 1.90 points) on either side of:
1) 0/8th – 1,125
2) 1/8th – 1,156.375
3) 2/8th – 1,187.50
4) 3/8th – 1,218.75
5) 4/8th – 1,250
6) 5/8th – 1,281.375
7) 6/8th – 1,312.50
8) 7/8th – 1,343.875
9) 8/8th – 1,375
10) + 1/8th – 1,406.25
11) - 1/8th – 1,093.875

Would you have abandoned you’re “Buy and Hold” trading mentality, if you had known me, one year ago? No. 87.5% of traders, who look at this Universal Truth, are required to say they think it was luck, or they say that 1.90 points tolerance is too much of a loss to win 45 points on the S&P’s. Excuses are easier to make than profits off “seeing.”
Each 1/8<sup>th</sup> = 15.625 points on the S&P’s is equal to 312.50 points move on the Dow 30 Stocks Index. Can you say yeah?

Please look at the length of the MM runs the past 12 months:
1) 1/8<sup>th</sup> – 13
2) 2/8<sup>th</sup> – 21
3) 3/8<sup>th</sup> – 17
4) 4/8<sup>th</sup> – 3
5) 5/8<sup>th</sup> – 3

Why trade long term when the longest run was only 15 trading days the past twelve months. Who pushes Buy and Hold?

How do you profit from the knowledge we have in front of us?

Easy. We trade a Dreyfus class “B” S&P 500 Mutual Fund.

You could have traded a Nasdaq Index Mutual Fund and profited by 100% the past year simply making a decision any afternoon (just before the closing bell). We have many students who simply trade their mutual fund each day.

How did T. Henning Murrey’s software predict (correct) last week? Aug. 20, 2001?

1. Predicted exact low reversal for QQQ
2. Predicted the low reversal for NDX
3. Predicted low support for Nasdaq E Mini Futures.
4. Predicted exact low and high for Dow 30 Futures.
5. Predicted the low reversal in the US 30 Bonds.
6. Predicted exact low for Dow Utilities.
7. Predicted the exact high for BTK 30 Stocks Index.
8. Predicted support reverse for Dow Transports.
10. Predicted the exact high reversal for QQQ Nasdaq Index.
12. Predicted the low reversal for NDX Nasdaq Index.
13. Predicted exact low reversal for QQQ Nasdaq Index.
14. Predicted the low in Nasdaq Composite Index.

No “guru” in the past 100 years has hit the exact reversal for these markets using nothing but “sight” of the past (64) days trades simply looking at the closing price on Friday.

Proof: These predictions were sent out to Murrey’s Weekly Private Predictions Group, which is comprised of hundreds of subscription based Murrey Math “students” willing to convert from “random walk” to Pure Math Logic based reverses.

Can you say 25, 50, 75, 100% profit per year? How much do you want to make per year (trading five minutes just before the closing bell)? It takes only five minutes per day to profit.

M. B. A. graduates are required to dismiss this as luck.

How can one man know the exact price the S&P 500 Cash Index will reverse on (give or take 1.90 points) one year in advance? Astrology? Your wife knows your sign. Do you?

Why would you pay $62,500 per year to find out (that where markets will reverse is already known) one year in advance (price it will reverse)? No graduate student would want to endure all the “terse aphorisms” and ring binder filled lexicons of jargon about the “K” Factor just to find that all markets are mechanical and not fundamental. It’s not fair (to their teachers and the last generation) to have not heard of Gunn or Murrey.

When genius presents complicated math, normal students are in awe. When complicated math is presented simple, smart students can’t believe it (to be true or accurate). Who wins?

W. D. Gann “discovered” the Harmonic Math Rhythm of all markets after talking with P. D. Ouspensky, from Russia, who came to New York (1919-1921) to speak about Harmonic Balance of everything in the Universe (set inside the Cube). He said it on page 136 in his book In Search of the Miraculous.

1920, W.D. Gann “discovered” the pure math rhythm of all markets. He wrote a book giving the six clues.


75 years went by before the truth has come out (or back). Why was it lost? Why, now, are students, (of trading) wanting to convert to a pure math trading strategy? What’s our choice?

The world is ready to know the truth about how easy trading is (to make profits). Trading may be a failure for you, if you use your present way of thinking and reacting to reversals.

How have you done the past twenty-four months? Profitable?

We use logic to convert “habit” to an estimated “odds” for least failure. Small failures preserve capital (to invest again).

How hard is this logic to “see”? You need no college degree to learn to trade off Pure Math.

Any V.U. freshman may learn my trading system in one hour. Every V.U. graduate will take months to learn. Why?

It takes five months to learn to “see” what to trade. If it takes you more than 6.25 minutes to learn to earn you have your eyes closed. The more experience you have trading (in the past) the more fun it is to change from a “random” trading strategy to a pure math trading system.

Are you one who refuses to accept that all markets are not random? You must accept this fact or you can’t move forward toward higher profits (quicker). Don’t you want things simple?

What do you really care if markets are set to Pure Math (as long as you are making profitable trades)? Don’t you really want to know where to buy or sell? Or take a small loss?

Why do traders want to know when a market will reverse (big), then never trade? Who wants to know when the end is?

Contrary rule to rookie trader mentality:
1) Markets are high, so they are going higher, so they stay long.
2) Markets are low, so they are going lower, so they miss the reversal.

“Greed” on highs and “fear” on lows prevents most traders from pulling the profit “action-trigger.” Personality is our problem. You are where you because of your thoughts (not your ability to think with Logic). How many great ideas (of yours) are patented (by someone else)?

There are four basic personalities and none are suited to trading (for profits).
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"Midnight money makers" are traders who look at charts after the markets close and decide what they would have done (if they hadn’t been too busy).

87.5% of all great athletes will tell you they “choke” under pressure. But, they keep competing at what they know best: participation over time. Traders keep trading after the last loss.

87.5% of all “rookie traders” blame their “choking” on the software or the “guru.” They quit and refuse to reenter soon.

Then they quit trading for months. Then they start back trading off the same bad set of trading rules. If you win a trade off a bad strategy, you will lose in the future.

You don’t have to understand (it) to trade. You can be trained to change. You can be taught (to do) different things.

87.5% of all “rookie traders” blame their “choking” on the software or the “guru.” They quit and refuse to reenter soon.

Then they quit trading for months. Then they start back trading off the same bad set of trading rules. If you win a trade off a bad strategy, you will lose in the future.

You don’t have to understand (it) to trade. You can be trained to change. You can be taught (to do) different things.

The Murrey Math Learning Center, Brentwood, Tennessee, produces Master Level Traders, who are allowed to teach only two other “rookies.” Three students are a crowded room.

Students want to come to Nashville and trade for three months, so they can learn to “adjust” to interday reverses.

How do we retrain our mindset to eliminate our personality and our “choke”?” We shall be able to convert to a simpler way for successful trades (if we use Logic).

Your Logic is set to emotions (right or wrong): your habit.

My Logic is set to math: Murrey Math (from 3,125 b.c. China). Logic is universal to all cultures (with stability).

Murrey Math Sets Trading Frame to Pure Logic: Cube: Base Ten. Base Ten Cube Logic allows you to memorize where your market will reverse (in the future).

The Chinese learned to trade inside a cube set to the Base Ten in 3,125 b.c. (you don’t need to know it to trade for a profit).

If you know too much information, you will confuse it with knowledge. Too much information creates misguided Chaos.

There is a good Chaos.

Good Chaos is Perpetual Chaos.

This trading system is a Pure Random Binary Math Fractal of Perpetual Motion.

You don’t have to understand (it) to trade.

An Englishman, John Searl brought forward the Law of The Squares. He copied it from China 3,125 b.c. He copied Lu Chu’s Magic Square: (9). We use Square 16.

The Square of (9) is too simple to mention (here). You know it from Logic School. Socrates called it Four Square.

Everyone intelligent copies someone smarter (from the past).

The most logical Chaos is set inside the Square of Sixteen.

Note: TIAGA group in Santa Fe, New Mexico is working on Logic set to Square of (17), which will outmode any hard drive made today. They are geniuses from all over the world taking thought to the Square of 17 (153) fish caught and fed.

Do you want to set your mind to Perpetual Chaos?

It is simple. Just follow these rules: (17 x 2) = 34.

1) Draw a square with (16) blocks,
2) Place a dot in the center of each block,
3) Starting on row one: top left to right: 15, 4, 5, 10,
4) Starting on row two: left to right: 6, 9, 16, 3,
5) Starting on row three: left to right: 12, 7, 2, 13,
6) Starting on the bottom row: 1, 14, 11, 8,
7) Now, start with # 1, connect the dots: 1 through 16,
8) Finish by connecting # 1 and # 16,
9) Find as many combinations (of four) to add to (34).

Did you find (25) different sets of four (34) groups?

Query: did you think you placed these numbers in a random pattern? Did you care? What did you learn?

Answer: Chaos looks random.

Assign the letter (a) to # 1, (b) to # 2, (c) to # 3, (d) to # 4, etc.

Query: what did you see when you changed the numbers to a, b, and c?

Assign the number (1) to (1), (2) to (2), (3) to (3), and number (4) to (1).

Query: add up each row (now) and see how many sets of

1) (7) Do you get?
2) (10) Do you get?
3) (4) Do you get?

What did you learn from looking at (16) random numbers inside a square? Did your I.Q. go up? Ours did. Yours will.

Please find the # 15.

Please find the adjacent numbers to equal (15):

1) 6 + 9
2) 1 + 14
3) 5 + 10
4) 2 + 13.

All the other adjacent sets add up to:

1) 21
2) 19
3) 15
4) 13.

Two kinds of Chaos: Pure Math Logic and “Random Thinking”:

1) Pure Math Logic dictates that you set Chaos to a “perpetual” cycle.
2) “Random Thinking”: set your own rules as you “see” them as being true (if you win a trade).

Every human brain is set to Logic until your parents teach you or you go to school. Which direction did you learn to read?

You show me one school that teaches you Pure Chaos Logic and I will show you genius humans who trade off Pure Math Logic set inside a Cube.

The Murrey Math Learning Academy teaches 8th grade Logic.

Any 8th grader can learn to earn profits off 8th grade math.

Most adults want trading to be sacred and occult.

Folks, trading is simple if you don’t trade everyday.

Are you good at balancing your checkbook? Are you afraid to look? Do you count cards when you play blackjack? Are you too busy to learn? Do you always lose when you go gambling? Do you leave slower than arrive?

Do you accept large losses (on trades) and brag about it years later? Do you trade off “tips” and “insider information?” Do you want large profits or small trades (that are winners)?

Have you ever taken classes and been instructed how to get out with a small loss? Do you know the five things that can happen on the entry of your position? Do you know how to recover from a losing position? We teach these ways.

What is your mental acceptance personality to want to enter a trade? Do you want to know “everything” about something before you accept it? Do you simply want to make money off Logic and Common Sense? We just want you to lose less.

Is your desire to get smart (at trading) so you can become a “guru” and find the next secret indicator that will make you famous? Or do you want to just make money trading?

The more you know about trading the less profitable you will become. The more information you digest, the less times you can pull the trigger to profits. The more “students” you talk to the more confused you become. Stay away from new students.

The Murrey Math Learning Center, Brentwood, Tennessee, produces Master Level Traders, who are allowed to teach only two other “rookies.” Three students are a crowded room.

Students want to come to Nashville and trade for three months, so they can learn to “adjust” to interday reverses.

Is your Logic based on?

1) What your parents and grandparents passed down to you?
2) What you hear on T.V.?
3) What politicians and the schools teach you?

Before you can accept any Logic, you must be as Logical as me (and my mind).

You can be trained to change.

How can you accept my thinking if you don’t think as I (do)?

If I studied Logic for 25 years, would you think me to be qualified to instruct you?

There are two schools of trading:

1) Buy and Pray for profits, which doesn’t always work,
2) Technical Trading Strategies set to past performance (highs and lows).

Do you believe markets are random in reversals in Price and Time? Do you believe markets can be “force reversed” daily?
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106 software programs ask you to set the markets to random highs and lows. Why? This is 100% wrong thinking.

Two men know all markets to be set to exact numbers already known in advance of any trading to new highs or lows.

You ever heard of W. D. Gann? Every serious trader has.

1927 he (Gann) decided he would write a book and tell the world the markets would crash in the fall of 1929. He also reported that the markets would reverse off their lows July 4th, 1932. He was correct on both predictions. No one believed him. No successful trader ever heard of him (today).

How did he do it? Who cares?

No one believed him, and those who heard him laughed at him (as being a fool).

W. D. Gann holds the world record for wins in 25 trading days: 264 - 288. He already had all the numbers (of any reversal) memorized before the trading day.

Does Murrey predict the future?

December 15th, 2000, T. Henning Murrey predicted the markets would go down and test their October 1998 lows. No one listened. Murrey told 1,000 students by E Mail.

Feb. 01, 2001, T. Henning Murrey told the world Mercury (the planet) was rolling over, so the markets should go down. No one listened. Murrey told 1,000 students by E Mail.

Murrey Math Master Level Trader, John Brawick, from New Orleans, La, who has attended three Murrey Math Learning Academy classes, informed Murrey of the rolling over of Mercury on Feb. 01, 2000. This was the start of a massive sell off. The Dow fell – 1,250 points. No one listened. Why?

John Brawick, was a stockbroker for eight years, and he has studied the affects of the planets for ten years and he has incorporated Murrey Math Trading Lines (for two years) and he has “fine-tuned” his profit percentages per trade.

J. P. Morgan said, “If you want to become really rich, you must ask a qualified astrologer what they say the planets are doing.” J. P. Morgan made millions the 2nd week of the Crash of ‘29 shorting stocks. Your friends never heard of this concept. It has been around since Noah’s Ark.

The day after the Crash of ‘29, the President invited five men to the White House to invest in the stock market to hold it up.

They did. The stock market went up the next five days and anyone could have gotten out with only a 3.12% loss off the highs. Did anyone exit? No, the markets are going higher.

No. The “greed” and “Buy and Pray” strategy could not let them exit. The stock market fell – 83% from 1929 to 1932.

It took from 1929 till 1952 to get even: Buy and Pray works (long term). Will the 300 stocks over 200 last years ever go back up to 100? Only 50% will ever go back up 50%. Sorry.

Every generation creates its own class of “rookie traders” who will lose the same way the last class of “losers” were educated to trade off the wrong set of rules: random guess trading.

Do you really want to profit off trading rules, or do you want to learn, so you can teach your friends how smart you are at predicting market reversals?

Why not simply accept a simple trading system set to Time and Price that are exact? Anyone can learn three rules.

How would you come to find an exact Time (for markets to reverse)? What are your choices?

J. P. Morgan asked us to ask the astrologers.

W. D. Gann employed two astrologers to predict Time Reversals for him.

Angeline Adams, in 1929, made $100,000 per year predicting market reverses. She predicted the exact day of the Crash of ‘29. Everyone laughed at her that day.

Time is preset to the Harvest Moon. This upsets 87.5% of all random traders. Please accept these dates from last October:


If you know two things you may make one choice. If you know four things you are confused and will make more wrong choices (about entry and exit of positions).

Knowing Price levels to reverse up (to enter your mutual fund) and reversals on highs (to exit your mutual fund) will produce more profits per year than staying invested 100% of the Time.

What are your greed (need) goals? Do you want to make 100% of every move (every time)?

Would you rather get 2/3 of any move and wait to buy later?

Do you know that the markets run up 70% of the Time?

Do you know that markets fall four times faster than they rise?

Did you know that Einstein said, “small profits add up faster than trying to measure the big bang”?

After you trust Price Reversals, you must Trust Time Reversals. Time is a game set to an end (yearly).

Time is easy to construct and trade reversals (off)!

Gann made up his famous extreme Time reversals off highs and lows. Why? He was tired of explaining to rookie traders how to decide on Astrology (date) reversals. Does this concept make you afraid? Please see how many times it worked. He traded off reversals off the Harvest Moon (also).

How would you decide on Price as being exact?

Ask T. Henning Murrey who found out what Gann was really doing? (in 1927).

Story: Gann’s broker stole his money from his account, so he went to the “big five” on Wall Street and told them about the upcoming Crash of ’29.

They backed him if he would keep quiet (about the Crash).

They wanted out first. The President called the “big five” in and asked them to
prop up the market. They did for seven days. Then they went short and made millions per day on the way back down toward lower lows. Do you short markets like the big boys? Does your broker or financial planner have “stock insurance” available against a sudden drop in the markets?

Gann is the best of the worst “gurus” in the world of trading.

Fibonacci Retracements are used to predict market reverses.

Indicators (40 popular) are used as lagger reversal predictors.

Murray Math knows “nothing” and knows everything (before it happens). Murray figured out how Gann could predict the future: MM Triple Double Progression: MM Triple one-half Regression. He can’t teach you this (now).

The trading world is not ready for exact truth (except to me).

Gann gave six clues in his book. You will see them if I point them out (to you). Gann waited till 1942 to publish his rules to trading. Murrey was born in 1942. Gann was “paid off” to keep his “real trading rules” a secret. Wouldn’t you?

Murray will tell you (if you pay him). Free advice given by friends: follow them and you will be confused more.

Gann used Logic set to the Cube: China 3,125 b. c.

The Cube is set to the Pyramid at Gaza.

Gann went to Egypt and studied the Pyramid.

Gann went to London and read Fibonacci’s (plagiarized) notes from the Pyramid.

The Pyramid is set to:

1) The Square Root of 2.
2) The Square Root of 3.
3) The Square Root of 5.
4) The Cube is set to the Pyramid at Gaza.
5) The Square Root of 2, 3, 5. Please go to the Parthenon in Centennial Park. See Phi.

Look at any 12 or 13- year old girl and you will see: square root of 2, 3, 5. Pythagoras said this in 552 b. c.

Brad Cowan, from California, has been teaching the Square Root of: 2, 3, 5 for twenty years. How many can trade it and win (as he does)?

Who really wants to understand it: any Square Root: 2, 3, or 5? Are there really any good math people who are great traders? Would you rather simply have all this math (stuff) hidden inside the software, so all you have to do is look at a simple picture (that already did all the math for you)?

Everyone wants to understand everything and know nothing.

Have you ever heard of (spacecraft) John Searl? Everyone laughed at him. Have you ever heard of (over unity) Tom Bearden? Everyone laughed at him. They are smarter than Einstein. Please go look them up on the Internet. See?

Please look at chart # 1 and # 2 of the S&P 500 Cash Index covering the past 12 months of daily trades.

There were 71 reverses the past 192 trading days and Murray Math called them and his software never uses any math (highs or lows like Gann said) or Time Reversals (off highs or lows as Gann said). It simply draws (8) lines.

Every Murray Math student (with our software) has the same (8) lines also. There is no guessing when thousands “see” the same thing. You will too soon (will know them).

If you really knew what the markets were going to do, would you keep it a secret? You would (if you are greedy). What is your personality to share knowledge?

Murray wants to tell (only) the Logical Traders (only).

Most people think Murray is a lunatic for being correct trading off Logic set to Laws of Physics (Music Scale) are how the markets are moving (to the right in Time).

There is a Binary Law of Physics that governs what price every stock will move (“breakout”) higher or lower short term, intermediate term, or long term. The “baby 2/8e.”

We don’t have space to enumerate the principles in this article, but they are displayed on one of the charts.

A (5) five-cent (or 19 or 39 cent) move in the wrong direction will force a stock higher or lower. Gann said 5-cent reversals on his Wheat chart from 1861 (in his book).

We have marked the three “breakout” price points for the S&P 500 Cash market.

Please look at chart #1.

When you are presented with Logic you refuse to acknowledge its truths. Random truths make more sense.

The world is flat and the Sun circles the Earth. How say you?

87.5% of all traders, who look at these two charts, will refuse to accept that it happened. They will try and say it is too simple. They will try and fine-tune it, so it won’t work in the future. Most traders complicate to protect against knowing.

T. Henning Murray “discovered” Gann’s secret after he read his book 50 times. What T.V. movie did you watch twice?

T.V. blasts out the same theories they did in 1929: “Buy and Prey.” T. V. doesn’t want you to be negative toward trades.

Mutual Funds, brokers, financial planners, will want to “assassinate” Murray for telling you the truth. Their theory of not knowing market reverses is violated: now they must trade.

It is too late: Murray Math has taught thousands what his numbers are. Web pages cover Murray’s mentality and successful predictions. Yahoo brings up 250 references to Murray Math. One man even stole Murray’s name so he could be Murray on the Internet. Articles have been written mentioning Murray has discovered what Gann did.

Murray can take a stock with no history and set it to its proper numbers. No other software program can do it without history.

Kraft (KFT) came out recently, and one minute after it started trading, it was reversing off Murray Math Trading Lines. How can this be true? Every market already knows its MM reversal lines. KFT was set to 31.25 MMT Line.

87.5% of all S&P 500 Cash Market reverses the past (12) months reversed off preset MM Time or MM Price. What is hard about reacting to what you already know?

Could you enjoy trading off 16 numbers known (6) months in advance? Are you learning to earn or learn (more info)?

The S&P 500 Cash Index has been trading inside either: a) 1,250 and 1,500, or b) 1,125 or 1,375. Each MM 1/8th is 31.25.

Please see Chart # 1 and Chart # 2.

Is this too complicated to comprehend?

The market already knows its Balance Price Point.


Result: the market went above and below its 0/8th and its 8/8th by the exact same amount (31.25). How could Murray have set this up without any old lows or highs? Please see Chart # 1 and 1,531 and 1,218. Is this luck or a Balance of Nature?

Please look at (A) and (B) and see a perfect reversal off 1,375.

Do you call a Perfect Fractal Reversal set off Logic a random guess chance of perfection occurring once in a million? How does the market already know how to balance its ups and downs?

T. Henning Murray has developed the only Pure Predictor of Logic for markets:

1) Bonds,
2) Stocks,
3) Currencies,
4) Indexes,
5) Commodities.

We have space (today) to present the S&P 500 Cash index.

We have documented and posted on my web board every prediction for these markets for the past six months. We don’t hide under the bed when we are wrong. We publish it (for the world to accept a small loss and reverse positions (fast).

What if you really don’t care to learn to trade off Logic?

Answer: we provide the numbers for you through our Weekly Private Predictions Group. We tell you where to “buy” and sell and protect against a losing reversal.

What if you want to learn to earn on your own? We have classes that instruct you in how to change your personality to trading.

Are you a day trader, position trader, or
long term investor?

Are you a rookie or are you about ready to give up and quit trading? Do you make over $100,000 per year and you want to fine-tune your trading strategy? Are you tired of listening to the “gurus” telling you its random (and losing consistently)?

Do you want interday online instruction on futures contracts?

T. Henning Murrey will convert an “ordinary trader” into a student of profits, if they give up their personality and conform to Logic and reduce their “greed.”

Too many new students (to trading) are enticed by the thrill of competition and opportunity to profit off fast moves, then are left helpless and a “loser” when their trade goes against them, especially when they are out “playing” when they should be in front of the screen reversing with the markets fast action.

How long have you been changing from one “guru” to the next, trying to find a simpler way to trade? How profitable are you the past two years? How much help do you need?

Every market is trading to present lines (already known).

Simply ask what the current price is and then you can decide what (8) you need. We have traded inside only four Cubes so far in this trading world. The four Cubes (Squares) are: 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000. Gann and I found them.

There it is for you. You tell me what (more) you need.

These are The Murrey Math Pure Logic Natural Numbers.

All you have to do is find the internal Octave numbers inside each cube.

Does it take a Harvard degree to figure this out?

Do you want to learn to trade off simple, profitable rules, or do you want to improve on what the Chinese found out with their Magic Squares 3,125 b.c.?

Please tell the trading world successful trading is based on three simple rules.

1) How much of a loss are you happy giving away?

2) How greedy are you?

3) How far does a market have to run in its reversal before you enter?

We are able to set the upside of any market to the Murrey Math Triple Double. Murrey Math copyrighted.*

Please go back to Murrey’s last article in Traders World Magazine where he called the highs in the Nasdaq off their October 1998 lows with the MM Triple Double. *

Are your goals small profits and small losses?

Are you really too busy to learn to say “get me out with a small loss?” Do you let the “experts” direct your retirement future? Are you too busy to decide five minutes each day?

If Buy and Hold works, why isn’t it working the past two years? If the longest up move the past nine months was only 15 trading days, why would you keep holding on to a falling market? Buy and Hold works only on the way up.

There is a simpler way to trade: make trades and accept small winners or losers each week. And keep trading.

$1,500 per week made 350 times piles up to riches.

Are you looking for the next stock to go from 20 to 200?

Or would you rather trade 200 times any stock that goes from 20 to 22? Why try for the homerun? Which feels better, getting a single, or striking out trying to hit a homerun?

We want to help those who want to change from their “present habit” to math set inside a cube: Murrey Math 8th grade Cube.

It’s your choice or stay where you are or convert to Logic (Music): Murrey Math Trading System est. 1995.

Please come and visit our web page: www.amusiccitymoneymaker.com and discover that Buy and Hold did not work off the lows from March 21, 2001.

99% of all Americans who exited the mutual funds this past year, exited in the week of the exact extreme low, when the stock market hit 9,101. The next day the stock market started up and went up + 1,000 points. How do Americans know to exit their mutual funds on the exact day the market reversed up + 1,000 points? Hello. Who teaches this Logic?

We have local stocks and widely held stocks exhibited on our web site as to what we would have done using the Murrey Math Trading System.

You may pick up The City Paper, in Nashville, at the Mo Jo Brew House, across the street from Vanderbilt University, or just ask Ashley what your stock is doing (set inside the Murrey Math Trading Frame).

The City Paper (in Nashville) is a weekend paper, which is free, that displays “local” and “widely held” stocks of interest. They present only a past box score card to last week.

Please contact our site and see our results. Please join our web board and get our Daily Lessons. We love to help traders win.

Anyone can learn to trade off Murrey Math.

Murrey Math makes the complicated simple.

Simple trading rules prevent brain fatigue and knowledge overload and choosing from too many options of opinion.

You choose if you are ready to trade simple (r).

T.H. Murrey is author of the best selling book, Murrey Math Trading available from Traders World Magazine. His excellent software is also available. Call 800-288-4266 or order it on our Internet site, www.tradersworld.com